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Abstract'.

This experiment investigated the effects of verbalizing comprehension

strategies on reading achieVement,_self-efficacy and attributions.

Children in grades four and five with reading comprehension deficiencies

received instruction and practice opportunities. Within each grade,

half of the subjects/verbalized strategies prior .to applying them,

whereas the other half did not verbalize strategies. Strategy verbal-

ization led to higher reading comprehension, self-efficacY and ability

attributions- across grades. Self-efficacy and ability attributions were

positively related to one another and to subsequent performance.

Results suggest applying strategy verbalization to other reading skill
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Strategy Self-Verbalization: Fffects on

ReMedial Readers'- Comprehension and-Self-Efficacy

According to Bandura,- different.psychOlogiCal proceduresichange.

behaVior in part!_ by creating and strengthening. perceived self-efficacy,

which'Tfers to:Iiersonaljudgments of. performance capabilltie* in a:

given dcmain of activity that may contain ambiguous, unpredictable, ana

stressful features (Bandura, 1977, 1982a, 1982b). Self-efficacy is

hypothesized' to influence choice of activities, effort expended,

persistence, and task accomplishments. People acquire information about

their self-efficacy from actual performances observation of others,

persuasion, and physiological indexes (e.g., heart rate).

Although self-efficacy originally was employed-to explain coping

'behaviors in fearful situations, its use has been extended. to other

contexts including children's cognitive skill acquisition (Schunk,

1984). This latter'research, which has explored how children, acquire

information about their efficacy has shown that educational practices
\

(e.g., rewards, goals, feedback) are important influences on self-
.

efficacy and differ.in the type of informatiOn they convey. In, turn,

self-efficacy affects skill development.-

One common educational practice is modeling. Although modeling can

teach new skills (Rosenthal .& Bandura, 1978), there is little research

on how modeling affects self-efficacy. Modeling is an observational

source of :information about one's Self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977, 198e'b)
:;

People who observe others succeed at a task may experience higher self-

efficacy because modeling implicitly conveys that observers possess the

capabilities to perform well and will succeed if they follow the same,
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1984)'. This sense of efficacy acquired

vicariously: is Validated latei7. Vinen-observers-pertord the task Success

Modeling also:'can teach general rules and probleth,SeVing strate

gies (Zimmerman Rosenthal 1974):' demonsti-atiohtthat include

V

Yerbalized.rules",or.'sttate4iet,, alohg with:applications can be inter,
, ..

nalized by observers to help regulate their performances (Meichenbaum &

6

Goodthan, 1971; Zimmerman & Rosenthal 1974).

Recent research has extended ihis thinking by exploring how verbal-

izatiOn by observers which is pattei-ned after modeled verbalizations,

affects observers' 'performances and self-efficacy (Schunk, 1982; Schunk

& Rice, in press). Verbalization by observers should enhance per-
(

formance because it could help them attend to important task features

and, as a form of rehearsal, could,asflit strategy encoding and reten-

tion (Schunk, 1982). 'Because verbalization is a means of regulating

one performances, it might convey a greater sense of personal control

Over oucomes, which should promote self-efficacy. (Bandura, 1982a). In

supOort'of these ideas, Schunk (1982) found fhat low achieving children

who verbalized,diVsion-Solution strategies'and their application to

problems developed higher self-efficacy and skills compared with

children who did, not verbalize. Using language - deficient children in

grade.s, two through four, Schunk and Rice (in press) showed that verbal-

ization of modeled listening comprehension strategies promoted self-

- efficacy across grades and performance among third and fourth graders.

Despite this evidence, other research'has yielded mixed results on

the effects" of verbalization. Research shows-that performance is
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facilitated when children verbalize strategies to be followed, material

to be recalled, or other types of performance aids (Asarnow Meichen-

1979; Coates .& Hartup, 1969; Keeney, Cannizzo, & Flavell, 1967;

Whitely & Taylor, 1973). Conversely, no benefits of overt verbaliza-

tion have been obtained (Coate, & Hartup, 1969; Denney & Turner; 1979),

and there is some evidence that verbalization can fnterfere with per-

formance (Denney, 1975).

Drawing a Conclusion is difficult because these studies differed in

age and typL of subjects, type of verbalization, and experimental tasks.

One factor that may be important is Children's cognitive status. Verbal-.

ization may be most beneficial for children who typically perform in a

deficient manner (Denney & Turner, 1979). Such subjects ordinarily may

not employ suggested performance strategies or rehearse material pricr

to recall. Thus, positive-effects of verbalization on performance have

been obtained with children who do, not rehearse spontaneously (Asarnow &

Meichenbaum, 1979; Keeney et al.,967), impulsive subjects (Keichenbaum

& Goodman, 1971), the educable mentally retarded (Whitely & Taylor,

1973), and low achievers (Schunk, 1982; Schunk &.Rice, in press.

Verbalization of strategies or other task material may help reduce these

aildren's cognitive. deficiencies.

'Verbalization may not facilitate performance when children other-

wise can handle the task demands. Because Verbalization constitutes an

additional task; it even could hinder performance if it distracted

children froM-the primary task. Forexamcfle, Denney (1975) modeled

.

performance strategies for 6-, and 10-year-olds on a 20-questions:

task. '01der-chi ldreii Who'verbalized strategies while they performed
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scored no better than children who did not verbalize, and ve:balizing

interfered with performance arncng 6-year olds. , Verbalizations consisted

of specific strategies which apparently were too distracting for the

youngest):hildre.

The p9rpese of the present study was to determine the effects W

verbalization of modeled strategies among,childen with-reading compre-

hension deficiencies., Research Shows that children with low eading

skills perform poorer on short-term memory tasks compared with skilled

readers (Bauer, 1977; Cummings 4Faw, 1976; Goldman, Hogaboam, Bell '4

Perfetti 1980). Poor readers _often do not use cogn!tive strategies

such as rehearsal elabOration,orimageri,tO improve :memor0BauPr,:

'1977;. Torgesen & Goldman, 1977)::i7t hatbeenrSuggested:,that Children

with IOW readinTskills be taught CoMprehensiOn-strategies* such as
...

self -questioning, comprehension:monitOring', itagery,,and text scanni-ng,
.

t-d:help reduce CoMprehensiondefiCiencies(BroWn,-Campione, & Day, 1981;_

Singer 4 Donlan 1982). Verbali zation may be a means :. of teachirig.:USeful

-171. :

itrategfes.

It was expected that strategy verbalization would promote reading

toMprehenslon.performance'and self- efficacy.- T1: extend the generality.

of the present findings, subjects were children in grades four and

five. No hypothesis was advanced on whether verbaliiation would influ-

ence outcomes differently ,in the two grades, because there was no prior

evidence using the present task and type of subjects.

This study also explored how verbalization.of modeled. strategies

affected p&formance attributions. Attribut.ional theories postulate

that individuals make causal asdriOtions for the outcomes of their
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actions ',(Heider, 1968).: In achievement-contexts; oUtcometoften:are

attribUted to Abiity, effort, task difficulty and luck (Weiner, 1979).

Expectancies OfJUtureisuCcess (ije. self-efficacy) i, n part depend on

ascriptions'for4rior outcomes,(Weiner, 1979). StUdents Who :attribUte:

prior successes' primarily to high ability should hold higher- expec-

tancies of sucoess'compared withthose who stress factors over which

ittle control, such as low task difficulty or good luck.

Compared with skill;d readers, children with coMprehension deficiencies

take less personal responsibility for successes (BUtkowsky & Willows,

1980T; that, is, they are lesSlikely to attribute success to ability (an\
internal-cause) anctmore aptto.belieVe that success occurred largely

...becaute:the_tisk was easy or they. were.lucky.

It was predicted-that strategy verbalization would promote attribu-

tions forlsuccess to internal causes (ability and effort), becaUse

verbalization Was expected to enhance children's self-perceptions ..f

.
,

greater personal control over outcomes. As before, no hypothesis was

,advanced on whether differential attributional patterns. would emerge i

.;Subjects

The sub,::ects were 48 children drawn from three elementary schools

within one school district. The 22 boys and 26 girls were equally

distributed' among grades four and five. Ages ranged from9 years

months to 13 years 6-months (grade four M =10.6 years, grade fiet-lei =

11.7 years). Although different socioeconomic backgrounds were repre-

sented, children predominantly were lower-mfddle class.
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All subjects regularly received remedial reading comprehension

instruction. Children had.been placed in these classes based on the

following criteria: .Fourth graders scored in the lowest 15% of the

normed population on the language portion of the Short Form 'Test of
4*- ,

Academic Aptitude tSullivan,.Clark '& Tiegs, 1970).,and fifth graders

scored at least two years below grade equivaieit on the reading compre-

hension idliti"St of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (Lindquist &

;Subjects initially were administered the preteStIndi4jduallY-*:4

female adult:tester.draWn from outside the schoOl

Self - efficacy. Children's 'self=lgfitacyjor -answering--reading

tu4reheniiOn questions- correctly was measured following/,prOtedures-of

previOus resea.Th (Schunk, 1982; Schunk.& n press). The efficacy(

scale ranged from 10 to .100 in 10-unit intervals from high uncertainty

(10), to complete certitude (100). Children initially received prac-

_

Vice' by judging their' certainty of-suctestfully.jumpi.ngrogressively
. ,

longer distances ranging, from a few inches to several yards: In this

concrete fashion, children learned the meaning'Pf the scale's direction

and the different numerical valUes.,_

Following this practice, children read 10 passages one at a time.

Passages ranged from 5 to 21 sentences; two passages each were appro-
\

priate for grades two through six (Cohen & Foreman; 1978). Each passage

was followed, by one to four questions that tapped comprehension of

d;...tails (i.e., factual information 16 the passage). The 10 passages,

included la total,of 24 questions. Passages and questions corresponded



in difficulty to those on the ensuing skill test although:they were not

identical.

at a time.

After reading each:passage children read,tsAuestions one
_ _

For each question, children privately judged their certainty

Of being able to answer correctly questions of that type-that is

queStions abOlit as easy' "or hard as.that.Une. Thus, children were

juglng their capability to answer different -types OfqueStions and
_ .

whether theytould answer any Particular.lue§tion. So that'children

would not actually'answer.the'questiont, children were not 'allowed-to

consult passages And questiont,were shown without multiple-choice

answers. Children were advised to be honest and mark the efficacY_yalue.

that matched how they really felt. Scoreswere summed:across the 24

jUdgmentsiOd averaged.

Reading comprehension -,T*skill test, which was adminis

tered immediately following the efficacy assessment; included 10 pas-
,

sages with 24,questions t at ranged in difficulty as abave. The tinter

presented the passages one at a time.

they answered' from one four multiple-choice questions..

After children reacreach. pOiage,

_Children were

'given no assistance or 'performance feedback. The test took about 30 min

to administer. . The measure of skill was the number of questions

answered correctly.

Training Procedure

FollOWing the Toretest,'Oildren were blocked by grade and assigoed

1

randomlYfiwithin sex and school,to.one of two experiinental:conditions (ns

,24):..strategy verbalilation or no strategy verbalization. All

children received.: 30-min training,sessions over 20 consecutive schbol'

days, during which they worked on instructional materials-that were
\

"11
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drawn from a variety of sources and that tapped comprehension 'of

details.

Children:Metln groups of three around a table with afemale adult:

proctor_who was/drawn from oUtside,the school. Written :on a nearby
. ,

poster_boaid. were-the followingstrategies:

Whatdo I haveto do? (1):1E:ad the queStions.. (2)110adthe'storY4

and (3)A.00k for iceyWords. (4) Reread each. uestioni.

Answer that question. (5) Reread the story if.

'',At the Start of.the:first training:session

instfUctional material's and Pointed-to the poster board. She 'explained

that steps helped,_ children answer questions. .-The prOctOr.ver-
-

distributed

balized aloud, "What do I have to,do? Read the questions.

proctor then read aloud\the'questions for the first comprehension

passage while children followed along, after which sh \pointed to and

verbalized strategies (2) and 0). The proctor explained that key

words referred to material .'addressed, in th questions, and then read
1

passage aldud. Jhe:next pointed to and verbalized strategies (4) an

I 1

(5), read aloU'd the first question and its multiple-choice answers,

selected the cal*ect anSwer And_explained her selection by referring

_the-passagc---The-proctor-repeated strategfes-(4)'And (5)-for each

question based on that passage:,

Treatment Conditions

,:Strategy verbalization. Following this modeled demonstration, t e

Proctor instructed chiluren to repeat aloud each'strategy after she-
, .

\

verbalized it. She then said, "What do I have to do?. Read the ques-
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tions.il After children verbalized these statements, she selected one

child to read the questions aloud: When this child finished, the

proctor instructed children to repeat after her strategies (2) and

(3). The proctor then called on a different child to read the story

aloud, after which she risked chfidFe-n'to repeat strategies (4) and (5)

after her.. A third child read the first' question with its multiple

choices and selected ar.answer. If an 'incorrect answer were selected,

the prirctor told the child ,to repeat Strategy (6) after he, ,' after which

this child reread -enough-of the paisage to determine the

,Strategies ,'- (4) and (5) were verbalized for pastale
..! ._. N

\-.
vand the entire sequOnce?was repeate4 foreach-rneW passage. IfcTldren

...

stumbled Orka,,wor& dUring reading the\ PrpctOr prompted wi til context and

1

:.:

phonetic cues.

Beginning'. with the second session-the-proctor did not verbally

model strateTiesbut-explained_:that when she pointed a:--§tei, chi ldren

aloud. 'Proctor instructions were sOt;ipted to AnsUre-

staidardlied'.imPlementation. Occational by -the author
;:

S

-confirmed: that procedures, Were Ofoperly implemented.

No strate verbalization.. These 'procedures were identical, to the

abOe except that 'children;' did mt\ Yerhal

ver4a1 ized..the"appropriate-Strat

perform:them (e.g read -thOlUestion

tions also were scripted and class ObServations shoWed that they were
r.

theStrategies. After the

he Isked children to

the story). These instruc-

rid

Chi7,,dren' attributions f r their performances during training were

5.1
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assessed on the day following the last session.- Four scales were

12

on a sheet of papereach 'scale ranged in intervals of 10 from "not at

all" (0), to "a whole lot" (100). The four scales were labeled "good at

it" (i.e., ability), "worked hard" (effort), "easy questions" (task),

and-"lucky" (luck). Label order was counterbalanced across subjects.

The tester explained to each chil1 individually that, this paper

Showed four things that can help children answer questions. The tester

described the scale and each of the attributions, and prcvided examples

of howhypothetical children might mark each scale. Children were

advised to think about their work during the tr'eriing sessions and to

mark how much they thought each factor helped them answer questions.

Children also were told that their marks did not have to add to a

certain number (e.g.,. 100). Children priv$Oly recorded their ratings. ;

Posttest'

N

The posttest was 'administered the followtnc-day7--The-inruments

and procedures were similar to.those of the e-cpretest except that parallel

O ,

forMs of the efficacy ankill tests were used to eliminate possible

question familiarity. For any'given chgd, the same tester. administered

the pretest, posttest, and attributional assessment, had not served as

the child's training proctor, and was unaware of- the child's experi-

-mental assignment.- Tests were scored by a different-adult:Who was
.

blind to children's treatment conditions.

Results
-

Means and standarddvAations of all measures are Presented by

experimental condition in Table 1. .Ptiminary analises revealed no
,

significant differences due to school Cr-se of child-on any measure,
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interactions. Data were pooled across these vari-

ables.tWere,also were no significant between-condition differences on

ahy pretest measure or on the number of paSsages completed during train-
N._

ing. Inspection of Table I reveals that children who verbalized strate-

gies during training made g-eater gains :in self-efficacy and skill, and

attributed more importance to ability as a cause'of their training

performande, compared with children who did not verbalize strategies.

These benefits orstrategy verbalization were obtained across both

grades.

Insert Table 1. abotli here,

Self-Efficacy/Skill

Posttest self efficacy and reading comprehension skill were

,

analyzed with a .2 .(Strategy Verbalization: yes-no) -x 2 (Grade: fourth-

fifth) Mult,Variate Analysis of covariance usfngfpretestself-effidacy

and skill as covariates. This analysis yielded a significant effedt due

tc0t;rategY verbalization, Wilks' A =-:.290,.:F(2,.41) = 50,27, 2<.:.001.'

Tlanned multi/ariate orthogonal contrasts revealed-that the.two strategy-

verbalization conditions outperformed the other two conditions, A'=,

741) =.24.24 The two Strategy,verbaliZation condi-

tions-did not differ, norAid the ,other two conditions. Univariate_F

, -tests revealed a significa strategy verbalization effect on both

osttest measures: self-efficacy, F(1, 43) = 63.18, 2 < 001; skill,

F(1, 43) = 63.31, 2 < .001. Subjects who had verbalized strategies

demonstrated higher self-efficacy and reading comprehension performance.



Attributions

The four attributions were-analyzed with a 2 x 2 multiple analysis

of variance. A significant effect was obtained due to strategy verbali-

zation, A = :532, F(4, 41) = 9.00, 2 < .001. -Multivariate orthogonal

contrasts demonstrated that the two strategy verbalization conditions

differed significantly from the other two conditions, A = .668,-F(4, 41)

= 5.09, 2 < .01; however, neither the strategy verbalization nor the no

strategy verbalization treatments differed by grade. Univariate F tests

revealed a iignificant effect due to strategy verbalization only on

ability attributions, F(1, 44) = 22.21, 2 < .001. Subjects who had

verbalized -strategies placed greater emphasis on ?ability as a cause of '

Verbalization
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task success.

Correlational Analyses

Product- moment correlations were computed among the four attribu-

tions and.posttest self-efficacy-and skill-to explore the theoretical

relationships between variables. _Correlations initially were computed

separately for each experimental condition. Because there were no

significant betweenpcondition differences in correlations of any

measures, -correlations-were averaged.actotsConditionsAising an r to z

transfonmation-7

The more emphasis that children pliCed on ability as ,a cause of .

task success, the higher was.their'self-efficacy,' r(46) =,.60, 2-<

.01. Ability attributions also were associated with higher skill, r(46)

= .6E R < .01. 'A positiVe relatiOnshipbetween self-efficacy and_skill

was obtained, r(46) = .67-, 2.< .01.
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Discussion

The present study gemonstrates that verbalizing reading compre-

hention :Tstrateg;es_Promeies.self-afficady and ability attributions.' One.'. -

exPlanation for" these behefits is as foll6ws, -.Children initially.

observed an adult model 'verbalize and then successfully apply strafe-

gies.. Modeling can raise observers' self-efficacy because it conveys

that they are capable of succeeding if they follow the same'steps

(Bandura, 1982b). Being instructed tc6feitalize strategies prior to

applying them may have created in children a sense of-personalcontro;

over outcomes, which ihould raise self-efficacy and promote internal

attributions for success (Bandura, 1982a). These low achievers may have

required a close match-between the model's actions and what they were

asked to do to believe that they could succeed (Schunk 1982). This

initial ',:erase of efficacy likely was substantiated as they sucCessfOly
/

applied:the strategies. The-other treatment, 1n7whichschildren'only

verbalized applications, was not as closely matched to the model's

actions.

This study also shows-that strategy verbalization can enhance

reading comprehepsion performance. Strategy verbalization should help

focus and maintain children's attention on important taskfaspects

(Schunk, 1982). Part of;, reason why the present subjcts lacked

comprehension skills may have been because they often f iled,to distin
\ 4

guish important components-from irrelevant features. because

tion is a form of rehearsal, it can, promote strategy encoding and reten-',

tion andrthereby facilitate subsequent utilization (0 nney, 1975).

A.7: Myers and Parls-(1978) have shown, young children often are
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unaware of the behaviors neteSsary.f proficient reading. They may

not realize that different strategies are required depending on the type

of task. Becoming proficient in a-reading skill requires focusing'on

aspects central to its Purpose and ignoring features irrelevant to that

task. Strategy verbalization may enhance such focusing. When children

do not verbalize strategies they may not learn them as well and may 6e

More likely_to attend to irrelevant aspects.

It should be reiterated that strategy verbalization seems most

effective for children whose typical cognitive performances are de, 2V

cient (Denney & Turner, 1979): heymay not organize or rehearse

information, focus on important features, or employ useful task strate7

ges. Their achievement may suffer further from capabi9ity self-doubts

Ochunk-, 1982). Children who typically monitor theirt.perfarmances

should acquire cognitive skills more readily and may not" -benefit from

verbalization (Denney, 1975).

That strategy verbalization did not affect outcomes differently by
0

grade showt that subjects were.cognitively'capable of handling its

demands without being distracted from the comprehension activity. The

possibility of distraction should have been minimal, because the strate-

gies were tightly linked to subtequent actions. Specific verbal guidance

on what to do may be especially important for children with cognitive

deficiencies.

-.*Contrary to prediction, strategy verbalization did not promote

effort attributions. This finding may'not-be too surprising; because

attributions' reflected successful effo5t. High' effort as,a-cause of_

success is valued by students-,(frieiec-1980), especially when Paired
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with the perception of high ability (Harari & Covington, 1981). Young

children often believe that high effort can enhance ability, although
.

with development there is a progressive devaluation of-effort (Harari: &

Covington, 1981).

Consistent with previous research this sthay shows-that,'although

01f-efficacy is influenced by prior performances, it is rot a mere

reflection of them (SChunk,.1984). Experimental conditions did not

differ in the number of passages completed during training, but strategy

verbalization children subr,equently judged self- efficacy higher.. Efficacy
-

appraisal is an inferential process that involves weight-

\ ing the relative contributions of many;-;` actors, such as perceived abil-

\
sty, effort expended, task difficuty, amount of external aid received,

Situational circumstances under which the performance occurred

temporal pattern of successes and failures .(Bandura, 1982b).

The present study also demonstrates that capability self-perceptions

'bear an important relationship to subsequent achievement (Covington &

Omelich,,1979; Schunk, 1984). Personal_expectations for success are

-viewed as important influences on behavior by a variety.of theoretical

approaches (Bandurd, 1982b; Covington &.0melich, 1979; Schunk, 1984;

Weiner, 1979).

This study has applied implications. Children with reading compre-s.

hension deficiencies showed improvements in achievement outcomes from

verbalizing strategies pricr to applying them. Strategy verbalization
. ..

easily can be incorporated into small-gyOup remedial instruction and can

be tailored to different skills. For example, teachers could train

students to,:identify:important sequentf-information in stories and
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-to/regulate their behaviors according to factors such as story length

and passage difficulty (Myers & Paris 1978; Yussen Mathews, 8usS &

Kane, 1980):

The present instructional context also seems well suited for
1

delivering attributional feedi)ack-to children. Feedback linking

Chqdren's successes to :"YoU xelood at this ): or .effort

"Wye beerOvOrking- hard ") prOmotes self-efficady.and subsequent:;

,pefformancechunk, 1984). AttribUtional feedback could be combined,'

with performapce feedback and may enhance the benefits bf instructional
. . ,

procedures on -children's 'skills and self -efficacy for applying them.
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Means

Table. 1

anthStandard_TOeviations),by:ExperimentaondltiOn-

Ste44Y
VerbalizatiOn

.Measure'

Self

Phase`

.Pretest

Efiicacy' Posttest

PrOtest

.-:Posttest

Skillb

Ability

Efforts

Taskc

Lucke

Note. N =

No Strategy,-
Verbalization

Gradeil 1Grade.5. Grade 4 Grade 5

59.3 (19.5) :2:8 (20.9)- 53..6:(18.3) 57.2 (19.7)

87.3 (7.7) .88.9' (7.5)' 614.(12.7) 62.1 (16.5)

10.5 (3.1) .11.9 (3.9) 9.5 (4.3) 11.2 (3.4)

19.8 (2.6) 20.3-(2.7) 12.5 (3.3) 1.3.3 (3.7)

82.5 (16.6) 84.2 (14.4) 59-.2 (17.8) 50.0 (20.4)

76.7 (14.4) 75.8 (27.1) 87.5 (14.8) 88.3 (12:7)

60.s, (18.3) 62.5 (22.6) 54.2 (23.1) 64.2 (22.3)

58.3 (17.0) 55.0 (26.1) 59.2 (21.5) 47.5 22.2)

4 8; ns = 12.

aPierage judgment per question; range of scale: 10 (low )- 100.

bNumber of correct answers cm 24 questions-___

cRange of-scale: -0 (loW)::-. 100.


